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Abstract—With high penetrations of renewable generation and
variable loads, there is significant uncertainty associated with
power flows in DC networks such that stability and constraint
satisfaction are important concerns. Most existing DC network
optimal power flow (DN-OPF) formulations assume exact knowl-
edge about loading conditions and do not provide stability
guarantees. In contrast, this paper studies a DN-OPF formulation
which considers both stability and constraint satisfaction under
uncertainty. The need to account for a range of uncertainty real-
izations in this paper’s robust optimization formulation results in
a challenging semi-infinite program (SIP). The proposed solution
algorithm reformulates this SIP into a computationally amenable
problem whose solution provides a feasible operating point for
the SIP. This algorithm constructs a convex stability set using
sufficient conditions for the existence of a feasible and stable
power flow solution. Solving an optimization problem based on
this convex stability set provides generator set points which
ensure that the DC network has a stable operating point for any
considered uncertainty realization. This optimization problem
takes a form similar to a deterministic DN-OPF problem and
is therefore tractable. The proposed algorithm is demonstrated
using various DC networks adapted from IEEE test cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
A DC network is a power system with electrical power flows
in the form of direct current [1]. DC networks have found
promising applications in low- and medium-voltage power
systems with high penetrations of DC loads and generators,
such as distribution systems, microgrids, shipboard electrical
networks, data centers, etc. [2].
An operating point for a DC network satisfies the network’s
power flow equations. System operators seek the optimal
operating point which maximizes economic efficiency while
satisfying various physical and operational constraints [2]. The
optimal operating point can be found by solving an optimal
power flow (OPF) problem [3]. For AC power systems, the
OPF problem has recently been shown to be NP-hard [4].
Many research efforts have attempted to improve the tractabil-
ity of AC-OPF problems using various approximations and
relaxations of the power flow equations [5].
Recent research has studied OPF problems for DC networks
(DN-OPF) [6]–[13]. Note that DN-OPF problems are very dif-
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ferent from OPF problems for AC systems that use the linear
“DC” power flow approximation to obtain linear programming
formulations (often termed DC-OPF problems [14]). Rather,
DN-OPF problems incorporate the nonlinear power flow equa-
tions associated with DC networks, resulting in non-convex
optimization problems [11].
A variety of methods have been applied to solve DN-
OPF problems. In [6], a genetic algorithm is applied to solve
the OPF problem for a DC distribution system. In [7], lin-
earization techniques are used to simplify the problem. Other
methods [8]–[10] employ second-order cone programming and
quadratic convex programming to relax a DN-OPF problem
into a convex formulation. This existing work demonstrates
the capability to effectively solve various DN-OPF problems.
Despite recent advances, existing work [7]–[10] has two
major limitations. First, previous results primarily focus on
deterministic DN-OPF problems where the loading conditions
are assumed to be fixed and known a priori. Second, previous
results do not consider the stability characteristics of DN-OPF
solutions. Nevertheless, with high penetrations of intermittent
generation and variable loads, uncertainty in the net loading
conditions is a characteristic feature of DC networks [15].
Ensuring stability despite this uncertainty is a key concern for
secure and reliable operation of DC networks [16], [17]. The
lack of stability considerations when choosing an operating
point may result in instability. Moreover, directly applying
the OPF decisions computed using a specific scenario to an
uncertain system can cause unpredictable deviations of the
system operating point from the designated value [18], [19].
This may lead to violations of operational constraints and
possibly cause voltage collapse [20], [21], where the power
flow equations no longer admit a solution.
We propose a robust stability-constrained DN-OPF algo-
rithm to address these limitations. We focus on a generic
DC network with nonlinear constant power loads (CPLs)
whose demands have interval uncertainties [2]. We seek to
select the generators’ voltage set points in order to minimize
operational costs while ensuring the existence of stable and
secure operating points for all realizations of the uncertain
loading conditions. In other words, solutions resulting from
our algorithm guarantee: 1) robust stability (local exponential
stability of the operating point) and 2) robust feasibility (ex-
istence of power flow solutions) and security (the satisfaction
of all other operational constraints).
To provide robust stability and feasibility guarantees, we
formulate a DN-OPF problem that incorporates uncertainty
and stability conditions. Solving this problem is difficult. First,
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2existing stability conditions for DC networks are developed to
study given operating points [22]; hence, ensuring stability
when operating points are decision variables is challenging.
Additionally, to ensure robustness, the power flow equation
along with the stability condition need to jointly hold for
all uncertainty realizations. This results in a semi-infinite
programming (SIP) problem [23] that is generally computa-
tionally intractable [24]. There exist methods, like the minimax
robust optimization approach [25] and scenario methods [24],
to solve a convex SIP problem by transforming it into a more
tractable problem. Nevertheless, existing approaches either
cannot guarantee the existence of a solution to the original
problem or are computationally expensive [26].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed work.
The proposed algorithm converts the SIP problem into a
tractable formulation that resembles a well-studied DN-OPF
problem. Fig. 1 illustrates the key idea of the proposed work.
The main technical tasks are summarized as:
(1) For a given polytopically constrained uncertainty set for
the loads, we first derive a polytopic stability set in the
voltage space such that any operating point therein is
guaranteed to be stable.
(2) We study the solvability of the DC network power flow
equations to certify the unique existence of an operating
point in a feasibility set, for a given load profile. This
feasibility set depends on generator voltage set points and
the loads.
(3) By solving a tractable problem reminiscent of a DN-OPF
problem, we compute generator voltage set points which
ensure that the feasibility sets associated with all uncer-
tainty realizations in the given load uncertainty set are
contained within the intersection of the stability set and an
operational constraint set. This guarantees robustly stable
and robustly feasible operation.
Using existing stability analysis results [22], we first certify
whether a given polytope in the voltage space is a stability set
using a linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility test. With an
initial polytope set, we can find an optimal scaling of its size to
determine the largest stability set with respect to the initial set.
The scaling can be efficiently found by solving a generalized
eigenvalue problem [27]. We then employ AC power flow
feasibility results [28] to derive a condition which ensures that
the DC network power flow equation always has a solution
lying in a polytope whose center and radius depend on the
generators’ voltage set points. Lastly, we formulate a DN-OPF
problem to optimally design the voltage set points so that
the operating points for all uncertainty realizations are always
within the intersection of the stability set and operational
constraint set. The problem is tractable and resembles ordinary
DN-OPF problems studied in the literature [8]. We prove that
any solution of this tractable problem is a feasible point of
the original intractable SIP problem. Therefore, the solution
guarantees robust feasibility and stability. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is among the first to solve an OPF
problem with robust stability and feasibility guarantees which
does not rely on simplifying assumptions such as special load
models [18] or power flow solution existence [19].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II first
introduces notation and the steady-state and dynamic models
of a DC network and then formulates the problem considered
in this paper. Section III discusses the development of the
proposed algorithm. Section IV demonstrates the efficacy of
the proposed work using case study simulations. Section V
concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.
II. SYSTEM MODELING AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Notation
In this paper, we use 1 and 0 to represent vectors of all
1’s and 0’s of appropriate sizes, and use I to represent the
identity matrix of appropriate size. Recall that a square matrix
A is Hurwitz if all real parts of its eigenvalues are negative.
In addition, we use Aj,k to denote the element on the j-th
row and k-th column. For a vector v, let vk represent its k-th
element. Let operator diag{v} yield a diagonal matrix with
the vector’s components being the diagonal entries. For a real
square matrix A, A−1 denote its inverse and A  0 means it
is symmetric positive definite.
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Fig. 2. Example DC power network.
B. DC Power Systems
In this paper, we focus on a DC network with ns gen-
erators, n` loads, and nt power lines. The total number of
these components is n = ns + nt + n`. Let the index sets
of generators, loads, and power lines be Ns, N`, and Et,
respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example DC network consisting
of lumped pi-equivalent models [29] where generators and
loads are interconnected via equivalent RLC circuits [1].
31) Load and Generator Models: Fig. 3 shows a zoomed-in
image of one part of the circuit. Suppose the circuit has the
k-th generator, p-th power line, and j-th load. Let ito(t) and
itd(t) represent the current flowing into and out of the circuit.
Loads are modeled as constant power loads (CPLs) that
are connected in parallel with a lumped shunt resistor by
Norton’s Theorem. It is well known that a CPL is a nonlinear
load and its negative impedance effect is a major source
of instability in a DC network [30], [31]. It is modeled as
a nonlinear current sink with current injection equal to the
power demand divided by terminal voltage. For the j-th load,
let p`j represent its power output, and let v`j represent the
terminal voltage. At the nominal condition, p`j = p∗`j , where
p∗`j is a given constant. Each p`j can be considered as a
perturbation to p∗`j that is unknown and bounded within a
given uncertainty interval [
¯
p`j , p¯`j ] where p¯`j ≥
¯
p`j . The
uncertainty interval may stem from probabilistic measures of
demand fluctuations or from the physical capacity constraints
of loads. Let P` be the polytopic uncertainty set for all load,
that is, P` = {p` : plk ∈ [
¯
p`k, p¯`k], k ∈ N`}. Let R`j and C`j
represent the load resistance and capacitance, respectively.
Fig. 3. Zoomed-in image of the dynamic circuit.
Remark 1. Generators are modeled as voltage sources [29] that
are in series with equivalent resistors by The´venin’s Theorem.
We assume that proper low-level controllers [2] have been
employed to regulate the terminal voltage of a generator to
track a reference set point. Consequently, the generator can au-
tomatically vary power outputs to respond to changing loading
conditions. The generator internal dynamics, including those
from low-level controllers and electromechanical transients,
are not considered in this paper, and we mainly focus on the
network dynamics contributed by electromagnetic transients
in the stability analysis. Nevertheless, the main results of the
paper can be extended to include various generator dynamics
as well. For the k-th source, let vrefk be the controllable voltage
set point, vsk be the external generator voltage, and Rsk, Csk
represent the source resistance and capacitance, respectively.
We impose operational constraints on vref such that vector vref
which includes all voltage set points needs to lie in a given
convex constraint set Vref .
The main results of this paper can be extended to DC
networks with other generator and load models. For example,
constant-current and constant-impedance loads are linear and
can be easily incorporated in the model. Additionally, for
generators with V-I droop control [2], the voltage set point
can be considered as the droop reference and the droop gains
can be modeled as virtual impedances that are included in the
RLC circuits.
2) Dynamic Network Model: Sources and loads are con-
nected to DC buses. The buses form a connected graph where
a bus is a node and an edge is a pi-equivalent power line.
For the p-th power line, let itp(t) be the current flow and let
Rtp and Ltp represent line resistance and inductance. In this
paper, the dynamics of the system are mainly associated with
the RLC circuit that connects all the components [1]. Note
that some dynamic controllers have recently been developed
for DC networks [2]. Our results can be easily extended to
cover the additional dynamics introduced by these controllers.
We exemplify the modeling approach using the circuit
shown in Fig. 3. The state variables of the example circuit
are the voltages of the capacitors and the currents through
the inductors, namely, vsk(t), v`j(t), and itp(t). The design
variable is the output voltage of the source, vrefk . The dynamics
of the circuit are represented by the following model using
Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws,
i˙tp(t) =
1
Ltp
(vsk(t)−Rtpitp(t)− v`j(t)) , (1a)
v˙sk(t) =
1
Csk
(
vrefk − vsk(t)
Rsk
+ ito(t)− itk(t)
)
, (1b)
v˙`j(t) =
1
C`j
(
−v`j(t)
R`j
− itd(t) + itk(t)− p`j
v`j(t)
)
. (1c)
The first two equations in (1) characterize the behavior of
the power line and the source. They are linear in the state
variables and the design variable. However, the last equation
is nonlinear due to the term, p`k/v`k(t). Recall that ito(t) and
itd(t) represent aggregate line currents flowing to the load and
from the source, respectively, and they have similar dynamics
to those of itk(t).
The modeling approach can be applied to the entire sys-
tem. By dropping the subscripts indicating variable indices,
p`, v`, vs, it, vref represent the vectors of load powers, load
voltages, generator external voltages, power line currents,
and controllable voltage set points, respectively. Let x =
[i>t , v
>
s , v
>
l ]
> be the vector of state variables and h(x, p`) =
[p`1/v`1, · · · , p`n`/v`n` ]>, where ( · )> is the transpose.
With the above description and notation, the overall dynam-
ics of the DC grid can be written as follows:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bvref + Ch(x(t), p`), p` ∈ P`, (2)
where the matrices A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×ns , and C ∈ Rn×n`
are constant matrices that are determined by the network
topology and RLC circuit parameters through similar methods
to those in [22]. This is a well-accepted model for DC
network stability studies that is applicable to a variety of DC
power systems [2], [32], [33], for instance, DC transmission
systems [32].
4Let xe = [(iet )
>, (ves)
>, (ve` )
>]> ∈ Rn be an equilibrium
of (2). For ve`j 6= 0,∀j ∈ N`, system (2) can be linearized
around xe as
x˙(t) = J(ve` , p`)x(t), (3)
where it can be easily verified that the corresponding Jacobian
matrix J(ve` , p`) is a function of p` and v
e
` . In other words,
the stability of an equilibrium only depends on the CPL power
and steady-state CPL voltage. Specifically, the Jacobian matrix
contains terms in the form of p`j/(ve`j)
2.
We know from [34, Sect. 4.3] that the equilibrium is
asymptotically stable if there exists a matrix P = P>  0
that satisfies the following condition:
PJ(ve` , p`) + J(v
e
` , p`)
>P ≺ 0. (4)
If p` and ve` are given, this condition is a linear matrix
inequality (LMI) constraint. However, in our problem, p` is
uncertain, ve` is unknown, and the coupling between p`, v
e
` ,
and P is non-polynomial.
3) Power Flow Model: The power flow model describes the
steady-state behavior at an operating point of a DC network.
The power flow model is obtained by setting the left-hand side
of (2) to 0 and rearranging terms as
p` = diag{ve`}
(
Y``v
e
` + Y`sv
ref
)
, (5)
where the terms in parentheses represent current injections.
The connectivity between CPL-source and CPL-CPL are de-
scribed by two admittance matrices Y`s ∈ Rn`×ns and Y`` ∈
Rn`×n` [17], which are submatrices of the system admittance
matrix Y . Equation (5) is quadratic in state variables ve` and
bilinear in design variables vref and state variables ve` .
C. Problem Statement
Recall that the Jacobian J(ve` , p`) depends on system op-
erating points and uncertain loading conditions. From power
flow equation (5), an operating point depends on the genera-
tors’ voltage set points. Therefore, a poorly designed vref may
1) render the stability of system (2) at risk, and 2) make (5)
admit no solution.
The goal of this work is to choose the value of vref which
results in the minimum operating cost at the nominal condition
while guaranteeing that the system is robustly feasible and
stable. We make the terms robustly feasible and robustly stable
precise in Definition 1 below:
Definition 1. Given generator voltage set point vref , sys-
tem (2) is said to be robustly feasible if, for every p` ∈ P`,
it admits an equilibrium xe which satisfies all operational
constraints. The system is said to be robustly stable if, for
every p` ∈ P`, there exists a corresponding ve` such that the
Jacobian J(ve` , p`) is Hurwitz.
Desirable operating points for power systems are usually
computed by solving optimal power flow (OPF) problems [3].
Recently, OPF problems for DC networks (DN-OPF) have
been studied as well [7]–[10]. The formulation of existing DN-
OPF problems can be summarized as follows,
DN-OPF∗: min
vref
f(vref , ve∗` ), subj. to (6a)
(5), p` = p∗` , (6b)
ve` ∈ Ve` , vref ∈ Vref , (6c)
where p∗ ∈ Rn` and ve∗` ∈ Rn` are the CPL power profile
and voltage at the nominal condition, f : Rns × Rn` → R
is usually a convex cost function representing the operating
cost (e.g., power loss or generation cost), and Ve` ⊂ Rn` is
the convex operational constraint set of ve` representing system
operational requirements such as bounds on load voltages.1
When the cost function is a quadratic function of the
decision variables, problem (6) is a quadratically constrained
quadratic program. Recently, effective methods have been
developed to solve this problem [7]–[10] using approximation
and convex relaxation techniques. However, problem (6) only
considers a fixed loading condition and does not explicitly
consider system stability. If the actual load is different from the
nominal load, the system’s operating point may be unexpected
and possibly even unstable.
To address these limitations, we focus on the following
problem with explicit constraints guaranteeing robust feasi-
bility and robust stability:
R. DN-OPF SIP: min
vref ,P0
f(vref , ve∗` ), subj. to (7a)
(4), (5), (6c), ∀p` ∈ P`. (7b)
Compared to problem (6), we add constraint (4) which is
sufficient to provide stability guarantees. We also require all of
the constraints to hold for any p` ∈ P` in order to ensure robust
feasibility and robust stability in the presence of uncertainty.
Existing methods for (6) cannot be directly applied to (7).
Problem (7) is intractable in general due to the infinite
number of constraints on the decision variables used to en-
sure robust feasibility and stability. This makes (7) a semi-
infinite programming (SIP) problem [25]. Finding a tractable
reformulation for the SIP problem (7) is challenging due to
non-convexity of the stability condition (4) and the power flow
equations (5).
III. TRACTABLE DN-OPF WITH ROBUST
FEASIBILITY AND STABILITY GUARANTEES
This section presents our algorithm for transforming the
computationally forbidding problem (7) into a tractable for-
mulation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the algorithm involves three
major steps: First, we formulate a computationally efficient
optimization problem to find a set of ve` that satisfies (4) for
all p` ∈ P`. Second, we develop a sufficient condition to show
the existence of ve` in a set depending on the voltage set points
vref. Third, we develop a DN-OPF problem whose solution vref
steers ve` into a desired set.
1We limit our presentation to only consider the state constraints related to
the load voltages, which are directly relevant to the system stability, in order
to simplify the paper’s discussion. Other state variables are linear functions of
the load voltages and the voltage set points of the generators. The proposed
algorithm can be easily extended to incorporate constraints on these variables.
5A. Robust Stability Set
To compute a set of ve` that can satisfy (4), it suffices to
find a convex inner approximation of the feasibility region
of (4). For every j ∈ N`, let v¯e`j and ¯v
e
`j be the upper and
lower bounds of ve`j . In this paper, we assume that ¯
ve`j > 0
to allow only positive steady-state voltages [35]. Let Vs` ={
ve` : ¯
ve`j ≤ ve`j ≤ v¯e`j ,∀j ∈ N`
}
be a polytope of interest.
Definition 2. A set Vs` ⊆ Rn` is called a robust stability set if
there exists a positive definite matrix P that makes (4) satisfied
for all p` ∈ P` and ve` ∈ Vs` .
We seek a common Lyapunov function Q = x>Px which
certifies that the Jacobian matrix, J(ve` , p`), is Hurwitz for any
p` ∈ P` and ve` ∈ Vs` . We first transform the non-polynomial
constraints (4) into bilinear matrix inequalities (BMIs). Then,
we show that the infinite BMIs can be further reduced to a
finite number of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Finally, we
formulate a generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP) [36] to
compute a convex robust stability set.
1) BMI: For notational brevity, define δj , p`j/(ve`j)2
for j ∈ N` and let δ ∈ Rn` be the corresponding vector.
Let δj be bounded by box constraints with upper and lower
bounds defined by δ¯j = p¯`j/(
¯
ve`j)
2 and
¯
δj =
¯
p`j/(v¯
e
`j)
2,
respectively. Hence, δ is contained in a polytopic set defined
by ∆ = {δ :
¯
δj ≤ δj ≤ δ¯j}. Let δvk be the vertices of the
set ∆ for k ∈Mv , {1, . . . , 2n`}.
Thus, the Jacobian matrix of (2) can be equivalently trans-
formed into a function of δ, denoted by J(δ). It can be easily
checked that J(δ) = A + D diag{δ}, where D is an n × n`
matrix with Dkk = 1/C`k for nt + ns ≤ k ≤ n, and all the
other elements are zero [22].
Since the Jacobian J(δ) is affine in δ, the stability con-
dition (4) is implied by the following conditions, which are
BMIs in P and δ:
PJ(δ) + J(δ)>P ≺ 0, ∀δ ∈ ∆. (8)
2) Infinite BMIs to Finite LMIs: Since ∆ is a polytope, the
feasibility of BMIs (8) is can be implied by the feasibility of
the following finitely many constraints:
PJ(δvk) + J(δ
v
k)
>P ≺ 0, P = P>  0, k ∈Mv. (9)
Since each δvk is a constant vector, (9) is a convex LMI
feasibility testing problem [27].
3) Computational Complexity and Conservativeness: The
number of constraints in the LMI feasibility test (9) is ex-
ponential in the dimension of the uncertainty. Fortunately,
there exist methods to reduce the number of constraints. For
example, only one LMI needs to be checked to ensure the
feasibility of (9). Let λ > 0, Aˆ = A+D diag{(δ¯+
¯
δ)/2}, and
let δmax = (δ¯ −
¯
δ)/2. In addition, let Cˆ = [0,diag{δmax}]
and Bˆ = [0; I]. The feasibility of the following single LMI is
a sufficient condition for the feasibility of (9) [37]:[
PAˆ+ Aˆ>P + λCˆ>Cˆ P Bˆ
Bˆ>P −λI
]
≺ 0, P  0, λ > 0. (10)
However, the improvement in computational tractability is
accompanied by a rise in the conservativeness of the reformu-
lated problem. One method to evaluate the conservativeness of
various conditions is to compare the volume of the largest sets
that these conditions can certify as stability sets. Empirical
studies show that the largest set that the single-LMI condi-
tion (10) can certify is only about 40% of the volume of the set
obtained from the LMIs (9). Still, there exist methods to reduce
the number of LMIs to be polynomially dependent on the
dimension of the uncertainty [22], [26]. Numerical tests show
that the resulting conditions can certify a set with a volume
above 90% to that obtained from (9). These conditions thus
have promising applicability for practical usage. Nevertheless,
the transformation of LMIs (9) is out of scope for this paper.
For the sake of brevity, we use (9) to present the numerical
results in Section IV.
4) Largest Robust Stability Set: To determine the robust
stability set, we simply need to find a choice for ∆ that
satisfies (8). Once ∆ is determined, Ve` can be conveniently
derived based on the coupling between δ and ve` .
An appropriate choice for ∆ can be found by scaling an
initial guess. The optimal scaling factor can be found by em-
ploying generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP) techniques.
Let the initial guess be ∆0 = {δ : −δ0j ≤ δj ≤ δ0j } where
δ0j > 0.
2 Let α > 0 be a scaling factor. We next find the
largest α that makes (9) feasible.
Recall that J(δ) = A + D diag{δ}. The largest α can be
found by solving the following GEVP problem:
GEVP: min
P0,β>0
β, subj. to (11)
Gk+β
(
PA+A>P
) ≺ 0, k ∈Mv,
PA+A>P ≺ 0,
where Gk = P
(
D diag{δv0k }
)
+
(
D diag{δv0k }
)>
P , δv0k is a
vertex of ∆0, and β = 1/α. Problem (11) is a quasi-convex
problem that can be efficiently solved [27]. Additionally, for a
given ∆0, (11) only requires knowledge of the system matrix
A, which is based on the network topology and electrical
parameters that are usually fixed. Hence, (11) can be solved
once (off-line) prior to solving multiple DN-OPF problems
with different loading conditions. A proper initial guess can
also be determined before solving the DN-OPF problem. One
applicable choice is letting δ0j = p¯`j . In many practical DC
networks, the steady-state voltage levels of different buses are
fairly close to each other [38]. The choice is effective when
the voltage constraints are also fairly close to each other.
Based on the discussion above, the following condition
characterizes the robust stability set:
Proposition 1. With given ∆0, if β is a solution of (11), Vs`
defined in the following expression is a robust stability set:
Vs` =
{
ve` : v
e
`k ≥
√
β · p¯`j/δ0k
}
.
Note that the robust stability set only imposes a determin-
istic lower bound on each ve`k, meaning the feasibility region
of (4) can be approximated by half planes. This observation is
consistent with practical experience that higher voltage levels
2The choices for the upper and lower bounds on each δj do not need to be
symmetric, in general. We choose symmetric bounds for the sake of simplicity.
6are more preferable for maintaining stability, and thus provides
implications for the design and operation of DC networks.
B. Feasibility Condition
Robust stability can only be guaranteed when there exists a
power flow solution ve` in Vs` ∩ Ve` . We derive a condition to
ensure such existence for any p` ∈ P` by leveraging a recent
result on AC power flow solvability [28]: with fixed generator
voltage set points vref , we characterize a compact set in Rn`
inside which a unique power flow solution ve
∗
` is guaranteed
to exist for every p` ∈ P`.
Given load power p∗` and a generator voltage set point v
ref ,
the nominal load voltage ve
∗
` is the solution of the following
nominal power flow equation:
p∗` =diag{ve∗` }
(
Y``v
e∗
` + Y`sv
ref
)
. (12)
Furthermore, we define the open-circuit voltage vector
w ∈ Rn` and a dimensionless matrix Z˜`` as follows:
w , −Y``Y`svref , Z˜`` , diag{w}−1Y −1`` diag{w}−1. (13)
The vector w can be viewed as the equivalent generator voltage
seen by each load bus and Z˜`` is the impedance matrix normal-
ized by the open-circuit voltages. Finally, denote the minimum
normalized load voltage umin as umin , minj∈N`
ve
∗
`j
wj
.
Using the setup above, we restate the AC power flow
solvability result from [28]:
Proposition 2 ([28, Thm. 1]). Given load power p∗` , generator
set point vref, and the corresponding power flow solution ve
∗
`
satisfying ‖Z˜``p∗`‖∞ < (umin)2, if the following inequality
holds,
Γs,
(
umin − ‖Z˜``p
∗
`‖∞
umin
)2
−4‖Z˜`` (p∗` − p`) ‖∞ > 0, (14)
the power flow equation (5) with load power p` admits a
unique solution in
D(p`) =
{
ve` ∈ Rn` :
∣∣∣ve`j − ve∗`j ∣∣∣ ≤ rwj , j ∈ N`} , (15)
where
r ,
(
umin − ‖Z˜``p∗`‖∞umin
)
−√Γs
2
. (16)
Proposition 2 provides a sufficient condition which ensures
the unique existence of a power flow solution in a polytope.
When generator set points vref , the nominal load p∗` , and the
power flow solution ve
∗
` are all given, the polytope will always
be centered at ve∗`j with a radius that is dependent only on p`.
C. Tractable Robust DN-OPF Formulation
With the robust stability set derived in Sections III-A and
the feasibility condition derived in Section III-B, our objective
now is to drive all D(p`) into Vs` ∩ Ve` .
With given p∗` and fixed v
ref, all sets D(p`) are centered
at the same ve∗` . The radius, on the other hand, is different.
Intuitively, we can find the largest radius among these sets, and
correspondingly define a new set in the form of (15). Every
D(p`) must lie inside of this set.
It is easy to see from (14) and (16) that the quantities w,
Z˜``, and umin only depend on vref and p∗` . For the radius,
rwj , r is dependent on p` such that it increases as ‖p∗` −p`‖1
increases. Therefore, to ensure robust feasibility, i.e., to ensure
that for every p` ∈ P` there exists a power flow solution lying
in Vs` ∩Ve` , we only need to ensure that D(p`) ⊆ Vs` ∩Ve` for
the value of p` that maximizes ‖p∗` − p`‖1. We denote such
p` as pm` , that is, p
m
` = arg maxp`∈P` ‖p∗` −p`‖1. For a givenP` and p∗l , pm` is a scalar constant that can be easily obtained
by summing the largest element-wise deviations of uncertainty
to the nominal value. With a change of variable, each largest
element-wise deviation can be found by solving
min
p`j∈[
¯
p`j ,p¯`j ],γ≥0
γ, subj. to: |p∗`j − p`j | ≤ γ.
Using pm` , we seek to bound the variation of v
e
` . Define
r¯ ,
(
umin − ‖Z˜``p∗`‖∞umin
)
−
√
Γ¯s
2
, (17a)
Γ¯s,
(
umin− ‖Z˜``p
∗
`‖∞
umin
)2
−4‖Z˜`` (p∗` − pm` ) ‖∞>0. (17b)
It suffices to enforce the following constraints to ensure the
existence of ve` in Vs` ∩ Ve` for all p`:
ve
∗
`j − r¯wj ≥ ¯vj , v
e∗
`j + r¯wj ≤ v¯j , j ∈ N`, (18)
where
¯
vj and v¯j are element-wise load voltage bounds from
Vs` ∩ Ve` for all j ∈ N`.
Notice that r¯wj represents the largest deviation of a ve`j
to ve∗`j . If (18) holds, there must be a v
e
` lying inside of the
desired set Vs` ∩ Ve` .
The left-hand sides of (18) are functions of the nominal
load voltage and generator set points. The right-hand sides are
known constants derived from Vs` ∩ Ve` . We can thus ensure
satisfaction of (18) by finding proper values for the nominal
load voltage and generator set points. Such values for ve∗` and
vref are determined by solving the following DN-OPF problem:
R. DN-OPF*: min
vref ,umin
f(vref , ve∗` ), subj. to (19a)
(12), (13), (17), (18), vref ∈ Vref , (19b)
uminwj ≤ ve∗`j , j ∈ N`. (19c)
In problem (19), recall that (12) denotes the power flow
equations at the nominal condition. Constraints (13), (17),
(18), and (19c) ensure satisfaction of the feasibility condition.
Remark 2. Problem (19) can be transformed into a quadrat-
ically constrained quadratic program (if f(vref, ve∗` ) is a
quadratic function) similar to (6) in order to exploit existing
solution algorithms. We only need to show that (17) can be
equivalently transformed into quadratic constraints. Let s1j be
the j-th element of the vector Z˜``p∗` and let s2j be the j-
th element of the vector Z˜`` (p∗` − pm` ). From (13), both s1j
and s2j are quadratic functions in vref. Let a = ‖Z˜``p∗`‖∞,
b = ‖Z˜`` (p∗` − pm` ) ‖∞, c =
√
Γ¯s, and d = a/umin. For (17),
7we can apply the following transformation based on change
of variables:
2r¯ =
(
umin − d)− c, c2 = (umin − d)2 − 4b, (20a)(
umin − d)2 > 4b, d · umin = a, (20b)
a > s1j , a > −s1j , b > s2j , b > −s2j , j ∈ N `. (20c)
It is straightforward to check that (20) only contains linear
and quadratic constraints in the new variables a, b, c, d, and
decision variables vref and umin.
From the solution of (19), we can also find the value of
each r¯wj . According to (18), this provides bounds for ve` that
are valid for any p` ∈ P`.
With given values of pm` and the robust stability set Vs, we
state the main result of the paper as follows:
Theorem 1. Any solution vref of problem (19) is a feasible
point of SIP (7).
Proof. It suffices to show that for all p` ∈ P`, stability
constraint (4) is satisfied, power flow equation (5) is feasible,
and (6c) holds true with the solution of (19), vref.
Regarding any p` ∈ P`, since vref makes (12), (13), (17),
and (19c) satisfied, Proposition 2 shows that power flow
equation (5) must admit a unique solution in D(p`).
From the satisfaction of constraint (18), D(p`) lies in Vs,
which shows that the power flow solution exists in the robust
stability set. From Proposition 1 and Definition 2, stability
constraint (4) is always satisfied.
In addition, it is easy to check that (6c) holds as well. This
completes the proof.
Theorem 1 certifies that the solution to a tractable opti-
mization problem (19) provides generator set points which
guarantee robust feasibility and stability.
To summarize the results discussed in Sections II, III-A,
and III-B, the proposed robust DN-OPF algorithm can be
described with the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1 Find a feasible point, vref , for SIP (7)
Input: System matrices A, B, C, D, nominal load p∗` , load set
P`, constraint sets Ve` and Vref , and cost function f(vref , ve
∗
` ).
Output: A solution vref .
Step 1: Select a ∆0 and solve GEVP (11) to find α.
Step 2: Use α, ∆0, and P` to find robust stability set Vs` .
Step 3: Find pm` = arg maxp`∈P` ‖p∗` − p`‖1.
Step 4: Solve problem (19) to find vref.
Each step in Algorithm 1 is computationally tractable.
Propositions 1 and 2 along with Theorem 1 certify that the
output of the algorithm solves SIP problem (7).
IV. CASE STUDIES
This section uses simulation case studies to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The simulations are
conducted on a desktop with Intel Core i7 and 32GB of RAM.
The optimization problems are solved using IPOPT [39], and
the simulations are performed in Matlab/Simulink. We first
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE 14-BUS DC NETWORK CASE STUDY
Rsk 0.05 Ω Rlj 5 Ω Rtp 0.05 Ω
Ltp 3mH Csk 0.75mF Clj 0.9mF
show the efficacy and the limited conservativeness of the
proposed work with a 14-bus system. We then demonstrate
the computational efficiency of the proposed work.
A. Illustrative Case Study of a 14-Bus System
We first focus on an example DC network whose topology
and bus types are the same as the IEEE 14-bus system. The
parameters of the DC network given in Table I are chosen
according to existing DC network case studies [17], [40]. The
generators, loads, and power lines all have uniform parameters.
We model all the eleven loads as unknown CPLs that can
arbitrarily vary within the range [0, 50 kW]. The nominal load
for each is 25 kW. All the five generators are controlled as
voltage sources. Our algorithm is used to compute the voltage
set points for the generators.
For this case study, we impose bounds of [425 V, 575 V]
on the generator and CPL voltages. The objective function
minimizes the losses at the nominal operating point.
Considering only on the nominal condition (ignoring the
range of possible uncertainty realizations), the solution to the
DN-OPF problem (6) yields set points of the five generators
as 455.6, 462.9, 454.9, 454.4, and 460.0 V. We apply these
set points and consider a uniform increase in load demands
of 2.5 kW every 2.5 seconds. As shown in Fig. 4, the system
becomes unstable at approximately 35 seconds when the loads
are around 40 kW each. This shows the need to consider
stability, especially in systems with significant uncertainties.
In comparison, we formulate the optimization problem (19)
using our algorithm. Applying the stability analysis approach
developed in Section III-A shows that the system is always
robustly stable if the steady-state CPL voltage is higher than
500 V. Problem (19) yields the following set points: 544.5,
553.4, 543.8, 543.2, 549.9 V. Using these set points results
in stability for the entire range of load demands when loads
increase at the same rate as the previous testing, as shown in
Fig. 5. This shows the efficacy of Theorem 1.
Moreover, Fig. 5 also demonstrates the limited conservative-
ness of the proposed algorithm. As discussed in Section III-C,
we can find the bounds on the variation range of the operating
points. Using the optimization results, we can certify that the
ratio of an operating point to the nominal operating point lies
in the range, [0.978, 1.022]. As shown in Fig. 5, the certified
region is a reasonably tight estimation of the variations of
system operating points.
B. Summary of Other Case Studies
We also tested the proposed algorithm on DC networks with
the same topologies and bus types as the IEEE 9-, 30-, 39-,
69-, and 118-bus systems to study computational tractability.
To summarize the results, Table II compares the average CPU
8Fig. 4. DC network instability if only nominal DN-OPF is considered.
Fig. 5. DC network operation is stable for all conditions with the proposed
algorithm.
time in IPOPT for solving problem (19) and the traditional
DN-OPF problem (6), averaged over 10 tests for each system.
Observe that the proposed optimization problem has a similar
computational complexity as the traditional DN-OPF problem.
This verifies the tractability of our algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has developed a systematic algorithm to study
stability-constrained OPF problems for DC networks under
uncertainty. Such problems are usually intractable due to the
involvement of infinitely many constraints. Our algorithm uses
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIMES FOR SOLVING (6) AND (19)
9-bus 30-bus 39-bus 69-bus 118-bus
DN-OPF (6) 0.10 s 0.11 s 0.31 s 0.91 s 1.40 s
Problem (19) 0.11 s 0.14 s 0.55 s 2.24 s 3.93 s
computationally efficient approaches to transform the problem
into a tractable counterpart that resembles a traditional DN-
OPF problem such that existing tools can be employed. We
first derive a robust stability set within which any operating
point is guaranteed to be robustly stable. We then use a
sufficient condition which ensures the existence of feasible
operating points in this set for all uncertainty realizations
in the specified uncertainty set. The limited conservativeness
and computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is
demonstrated using various test cases. In future research, we
will investigate the application of the algorithm to DN-OPF
problems with contingency constraints.
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